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Empowering educators, children and parents to thrive

How to Increase Resilience with High
Quality Connections
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Recently I attended PESA's mini-conference where the fabulous Daniela Falecki
presented on High Quality Connections. Given the lockdown restrictions many
of us are experiencing at present, finding ways to build relationships is more
important than ever.
A High Quality Connection (HQC) is characterised by a short term (even
seconds) dyadic interaction that has a powerful energising impact. T his can be
experienced through the warmth of a smile or a sincere greeting. Professor
Jane Dutton talks about HQC as capability builders, that build our ability to
cooperate and collaborate and change our mindset to be more hopef ul

and optimistic which changes the direction of our behaviour over time and
becomes self fulfilling.
So how can you have more HQC in your school or f amily?
T here are 4 pathways to HQC:
1. Encourage respectful relationships.
Remove distractions when talking to others. Be an active listener. Have rules of
engagement in meetings (for instance do not allow mobile phones - research
has found that just the presence of a phone is distracting).
2. Be task enabling
Share resources and tasks. Do things that help others. Reward collective
achievement. Encourage peer to peer appreciation- spot strengths in others.
Ask for feedback - what do you need?
3. Build trust
Reduce micromanaging. Follow through on what you say you will do. Delegate
responsibilities where possible.
4. Play
Play with colleagues as well as students. T his encourages innovation and
creativity. Have fun team building activities.
T he quality of our connections can energise us or deplete us. Consider how you
show up to work, even virtually. In lockdown is there a colleague or friend you
can have a daily high quality connection with ? Can you spot a character
strength in them? Can you share resources, use your gratitude and kindness
strengths?

Australasian Wellbeing in Education
Conference

Join world experts in Positive Education at PESAs upcoming conference. T he
theme for this year’s conference is ‘Flourishing in a Changed World’, which will

focus on growing wellbeing in schools and communities through the lens of the
COVID-19 pandemic.

REGIST ER HERE

Free Webinar

Do you need help navigating these challenging times?
Learn some takeaway strategies to build wellbeing not only for kids but
everyone. Available for teachers and principals interested in learning the
benefits of a strength based approach.
Wednesday 1st September 7:45am -8:15am.

BOOK WEBINAR

Be You Approval !!

Whilst Strong Minds has always been available on Be You it once again will now
be included in the Programs Directory. Strong Minds scored a 3/4 for

implementation, demonstrating that it provides significant training and support
for participants.
"All programs listed on the Programs Directory have been through a
rigorous assessment process designed in collaboration with experts at
the Murdoch Children’s Research Institute (MCRI) and the University of
Melbourne." - Be You

WHAT OT HERS SAY..

Strong Minds 13th October - BOOK
NOW!

Bookings are open for Strong Minds PL in T erm 4. When your school sends 2
staff to our Strong Minds workshop on the 13th October they are then able to
train the rest of your team that term or in term 1. T his provides staff time to
'Live It'
( minimum 1 term required) and ENHANCES ST AFF WELLBEING, prior to
commencing with the students in 2022.
Enhance staff and student wellbeing today with our evidence based
approach Strong Minds.
Limited numbers, don't miss out!

BOOK NOW

Warmest wishes
Nicole and the team at Growing Strong Minds
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